Lesson 05 It’s a Match!

Across

1. FTWTF - Title
2. W
3. ACTIONS
4. EYES
5. W
6. CHARACTER
7. DIFFICULT
8. N
9. REFRESHMENTS
10. FLOWERS
11. ISRAEL
12. QUEENS’

Down

1. For months before leaving her country the queen had prepared difficult questions & riddles for Solomon. There was no limit on the difficulty of questions from science, literature, history, _____, philosophy, & religion. During the meal the queen casually asked Solomon the questions.
2. As she rode away from the palace, the queen of Sheba reviewed all that she had seen & heard. Like a perfectly _____ tapestry, it all matched.
5. FTWTF - Power Text
6. Everything was more beautiful than she had imagined. The _____ looked like spun gold.
8. The ceaseless swaying of the _____ & the warmth of the day had lulled the queen into a state of semisleep. The journey from Sheba at the southern tip of Arabia had been long.

Power Point
We serve best when our words & actions match.

Can’t find an answer? Check your Guide or quarterly!

Power Text
“‘You are my witnesses,’ declares the Lord, ‘& my servant whom I have chosen, so that you may know & believe me & understand that I am he. Before me no god was formed, nor will there be one after me’”
Isaiah 43:10
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